
40 DAYS OF PROMISE

Day 33

SOURCE

If you travel way up to the northern most part of Minnesota you find a little stream.  It is a 
wonderfully clear stream that is famous for casting for fish.  Anglers from far and wide come 
to fish this little stream.  What is interesting about the little stream is that no one wants to fish it 
as it runs south.  

The farther south it goes, the fewer fishermen you see. That beautiful, clear stream becomes the 
mighty Mississippi. The Mississippi, when it reaches its greatest point of width and strength is 
muddy and ugly.The source of our strength as Christians is the pure waters that flow from the 
word of God. 

 They are not truths rushing over rapids, or muddy banks chiseled by boats and barges.  Rather, 
the waters of God’s instruction are still waters that run very deep.  They are like the stream that 
gives life to the tree planted by its banks.

Our joy is based on the spiritual knowledge that, while the world in which we live is muddy 
and dark, God has overcome the world.  It should not be a surprise that things turn out better 
than we expect.  Our surprise and personal disappointment should be how slow we have been 
to enjoy the brook – to dip in the stream.  We need the quietness of the babbling stream to keep 
us refreshed in our faith.

It is beside the still waters that He restores my soul.  Remember that in the hustle and bustle of 
the world.

BIBLE READING FOR TODAY:  Psalm 23

Where do you find your greatest comfort in your faith? 

How do you keep your faith calm amidst the storms of life? 

Share with another person the secret of your quiet faith that is sustained by His living water.
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